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Presentation Notes
Good morning everyone.  I will be speaking about incorporating Digital Technology into Condition Reporting and Everyday usage in the Registrar and Collection information department, at LACMA.  I would like to thank Monique Abadilla, Registration Administrator for Outgoing Loans and Permanent Collection at LACMA, who gave this presentation last April at the Getty Villa, which I have updated for presentation at ARCS.We all know museums are managed by many departments and collaboration is essential between these departments. In addition to the new digital condition reporting workflow our conservation department implemented, the Registrar and Collection Information Department has also changed, grown and expanded our work flows using new technologies. In the past 5 years, all programs at LACMA have significantly increased under our director's leadership and vision and with this we have had to find more efficiencies to streamline our work. One of our director's visions includes a more green approach to museum work such as reducing using paper. Eliminating paper is typically a challenge for registrars as we are the keepers of collection and loan, hard and soft files. Even though we feel a pang of guilt as each ream of paper is used we have continued to print and file away in our compactors. But I'm here to talk about new technologies and tools to utilize and a new way of looking at Registration and how we do our job. One important item I have learned through these processes is that,  our industry is ever changing…. and for the most part….it is to make all of our workflows more streamlined.
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ClickWith LACMA's very busy program, we are fortunate to have a great team of registrars to manage the high volume of activity. The department is divided into 6 areas: Permanent Collection, Outgoing Loans, Incoming Loans, Exhibitions, Special Projects and Collection Information. The areas I will focus on for this presentation are Exhibitions, Outgoing loans, Incoming loans and Special Projects. The Registrar's office is excited about conservations new use of technology because we can clearly see the benefits of moving to electronic condition reports done on iPads. The benefits we see are not just in terms of time saving, but also saving of money. On average, a standard condition report for either a permanent collection work going out on loan or a lender work to an exhibition, is about 4 to 7 printed color pages. Then there are the copies made on site at LACMA during the exhibition installation that the lenders take with them. One of our exhibition registrars recently estimated the department would save approximately $8,000 a year if we eliminated binders containing exhibition condition reports, packing and installation notes. In addition to not having to crate and ship these binders with a traveling show, we would also be saving a tremendous amount of paper and contributing to a lower LACMA carbon footprint (click)



Exhibitions 

Art Across America 
Art Gallery of New South Wales 
35 LACMA permanent collection artworks  
3 lenders 
 

Stephen Prina: As He Remembered It 

LACMA 
118 objects 
1 lender 
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(Click) Here is a slide of two LACMA exhibitions that are perfect case studies for electronic condition reporting on iPads.(Click) The condition reporting for these exhibitions were done by the conservation department on iPads.  However, the two exhibitions were very different. Art Across America, comprising 169 objects, is an exhibition of LACMA artworks currently being installed at the Art Gallery of New South Wales, along with loans from Philidelphia Museum of Art, Museum of Fine Arts, Houston, and the Terra Foundation for American Art. The Steven Prina exhibition in contrast was comprised of 118 objects from 1 lender. One registrar was assigned to both exhibitions, and said the workflow for both installations was much easier due to use of an iPad for condition checking, as there was no need to create a condition report binder and keep the hard copies in proper order and in their plastic sleeves. Working from an iPad also allowed the conservators more autonomy with completing the condition reports.ClickIn both exhibitions, the registrar and conservator dialogued beforehand as to whether or not the condition reporting would be done in hard copy or on an iPad. The conservators (a paintings conservator for Art Across America and an objects conservator for Stephen Prina) decided to use the iPad condition reporting workflow. The application Dropbox was an instrumental tool in the transfer of electronic condition reports and is where the electronic condition reports for each exhibition were stored while on view.  Further to this, the iPhone is also capable of accessing the electronic condition reports that are drop boxed, so the registrar is able to quickly respond to condition concerns when in the gallery by being able to access the same documents on her iPhone if an iPad was not available.As our electronic condition report is in what we like to call a beta phase, the majority of current exhibitions are still in hard copy. However, there are still other uses for the iPad to facilitate an installation and deinstallation. California Design is an exhibition currently installing at the Queensland Art Gallery, its 4th venue after opening at LACMA.  When it opened at LACMA this was prior to the iPad electronic condition reporting workflow. The condition reports currently  take up 3, 5-inch, 3 ring binders. But, the conservators who traveled to its 2nd venue in Japan for installation wanted additional documentation and were able to load iPads with the additional images for reference, and not have to carry a 4th binder across the globe.



Outgoing Loans 
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The outgoing loans condition report form differes from the exhibitions condition report. We have 4 different conservation departments at LACMA, and for outgoing loans, each department has a slightly different form based on the terminology preferred. The previous procedure was that, the outgoing loans registrar generated each individual blank condition report form, printed out a color image and hand delivered it to the conservator. The conservator would then hand write the report and handdeliver it back to the registrar. The hand written report would be scanned by the registrar so a copy of the report can remain in LACMA's electronic file and then the original was sent with the artwork to the borrower. At the conclusion of the loan, the registrar would type the full condition report into the database.



Outgoing Loans 

Previous work flow 

Registrar generates the condition report for each 
object, prints out a color hard copy and hand 
delivers to conservator 

Conservator hand writes the condition report 

At the conclusion of the loan, registrar would enter full 
condition report into database 
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The outgoing loans condition report form differes from the exhibitions condition report. We have 4 different conservation departments at LACMA, and for outgoing loans, each department has a slightly different form based on the terminology preferred. The previous procedure was that, the outgoing loans registrar generated each individual blank condition report form, printed out a color image and hand delivered it to the conservator. The conservator would then hand write the report and handdeliver it back to the registrar. The hand written report would be scanned by the registrar so a copy of the report can remain in LACMA's electronic file and then the original was sent with the artwork to the borrower. At the conclusion of the loan, the registrar would type the full condition report into the database.



Outgoing loans 

Current work flow 
Registrar generates the condition report for each 
artwork  via Crystal Reports. Delivers to conservator 
via emailed PDF 
Conservator annotates e-condition report via iPad (or 
Acrobat Suite) 

At the end of the loan, final condition report pdf 
dragged and dropped into database 

Conservator emails condition report back to Registrar 
who passes by email to courier or borrower 
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(Click) The current procedure, is for the condition report to be emailed to the conservator. (Click)Then, the conservator responsible for the loan, condition reports the work via the iPad and emails the completed report back to the registrar.At this stage, the registrar reviews the PDF to make sure everything has saved correctly and all of the pages are in the correct order.Then there are two methods to dispersing the condition report to the borrower, based on whether there is a courier or not.If there is no courier, the registrar emails their counterpart at the borrowing institution the electronic condition report along with instructions on how to annotate the electronic condition report with the Adobe Reader app on an iPad.  If the borrower doesn’t have or prefers not to use an iPad, it can be printed out as a hard copy. If an iPad is utilized, the borrower emails the LACMA registrar a copy of the electronic condition report after each condition check. This way the LACMA Registrar has the most current condition report on hand.(Click)



Outgoing loans 

-Loan Receipt 
-Packing  Notes  
-Packing Diagram 
-Condition Report 
-Courier Itinerariers 
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Click X4If there is a courier, the registrar uses the iPad as the Courier Binder. The loaner LACMA iPad is loaded with the electronic condition report, packing notes, courier itinerary, hotel and flight information, related emails saved as PDF, receipts, and any additional documents. The courier can access all travel and project details in one location and at times without the need of WiFi.  After the courier has completed the condition check on the iPad, the courier sends the completed electronic condition report by email to the LACMA Registrar and Registrar at the borrowing institution.(Click) Once the loan is complete and the artwork has a final condition check upon return to LACMA, the registrar takes the completed PDF of the condition report and attaches it to the database, making it accessible for curators, conservators and registrars.



Incoming Loans 

M.2013.108a-g 
Erika Vogt 
Field of Debris, 2012 
Plaster, paint, rope, wood 

M.2013.52a-b 
Japan 
Zao Gongen (Mountain Avatar), late 
Heian period, circa 1180 
Wood, pigments, gold leaf, crystal 

M.2013.100 
Ry Rocklen 
Second to None, 2011 
Trophies, trophy parts, wood 
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Incoming loans include all artwork brought to the museum for possible acquisition and long term loans. After the work is unpacked, the incoming loans registrar performs an initial condition check of the work during the registration process. Conservation follows up with their own condition report for all possible acquisitions and high value long term loans. This image is an example of artworks brought into the museum for acquisition at the end of last year.  



Incoming Loans  

Current Work Flow 
  -Registrar registers the artwork on the iPad directly into TMS via a 

remote app - PDFExpert: Tombstone check, dimensions, packing 
notes and condition check. 

Previous Work Flow 
  -Blank incoming loans registration form is generated from Crystal 

Reports and printed out    
-Registrar completes the form including an initial condition 
assessment of the artwork, by hand 

  -Intern enters the condition assessment into the database 
  

-Completed incoming loan registration form is generated and 
saved to the e-file and a hard copy printed for the hard file  
 -Good WiFi connection essential for Current Work Flow  
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For incoming loans, the pre-iPad workflow was as follows:(Click)A blank incoming loans registration form was generated from the database. The only information pulled from the database was the object tombstone and a few other pertinent details.(Click) The incoming loan registrar would check the object tombstone information as she registered the artwork and hand wrote any edits along with the initial condition check on to the form. (Click) The incoming loans intern would then enter this data into the database. We have now transitioned from paper to electronically registering, and condition checking artworks. Instead of printing out a blank incoming loan registration form, a pdf copy is loaded onto the iPad via Dropbox or email.  Using the app PDFExpert, the registration form is populated directly into the PDF file. The completed PDF is then exported out of the app by email, a digital copy is saved to the electronic file, and a hard copy printed for the paper file.  And rather then having the incoming loans intern enter condtion check information from the form into the database, this information is entered directly into the conservation tab under the Objects module of TMS remotely via Pocketcloud.  A copy of the condition report is then printed via Crystal Reports and this hard copy placed into the object hard file.  



Incoming Loans 
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This is one of our registrars registering an incoming loan in one of storerooms at LACMA.  She is using the iPad to confirm the object tombstone including the object dimensions and performing the initial condition check. She is using a keyboard and stylus pen which makes the registering even faster. Using the iPad has saved considerable amount of time in completing the initial registration of artworks.



Special Projects 

L.2010.33.1 Chris Burden, Metropolis II, 2010, Three 1/2 hp DC motors with motor controllers…….. 
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The Special Projects area of our department is managin the move our perm collection to offsite storage during LACMA’s multi phase transformation, as well as many other projects such as large scale, complicated, conceptual installations and acquisitions, time based media incoming loans, and the TSA/CCSP program at LACMA.Fortunately the iPad has provided mobility and we are able to take our desktop with us anywhere through the use of the PocketCloud app.  The ability to remotely access our desktop enables us to enter data directly into TMS, check object information information in TMS crucial to making decisions on the fly, check our email and communicate important information swiftly, as well as check and update data spreadsheets remotely.   We recently upgraded to Gmail as our new email platform at LACMA and now can use Google Drive.  With this app, multiple registrars can enter information into and access the same shared google excel document at the same time.  For instance, next week we will have two teams of 1 registrar and 2 art handlers, each team with an Ipad, unpacking 80 crates and placing the contents (11,000 costumes and textiles in 700 boxes) onto storage racks, recording location information and other pertinent data into one Google shared document.  This data will then be accessed by the collection information team, from the shared google drive app, and globally updated into TMS.
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TMS 
Conversion: August 2011 
Launch: September 17, 2012 

Users: ~ 400 total  
Power users: ~ 95 

Future of TMS 
 Conservation Module 
Ability to generate image and text based 
condition reports directly in TMS 
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A year ago LACMA converted to TMS and we are excited that Gallery Systems, the creators of TMS, plans to roll out a new conservation module that will improve conservation and registration workflows even more. (Click)One of the goals of the conservation module update is to shorten the condition reporting workflow. Exhibitions and outgoing loans will be able to eliminate the step of providing a blank condition report form via email.   Conservation will be able enter all of the condition reporting data directly into the database, focusing on image based condition reports. Once the data is ready, the completed condition report will be pulled and used during the exhibition or outgoing loan on the iPad. 



Tools 

Document Editing 
 

Image Editing 
 

File Sharing 
 

Remote Access 
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Notability, ArtStudio and Dropbox (click) are three of the primary apps currently used for condition reporting by LACMA’s Conservation Department. PDF Expert (Click) is used by the incoming loans registrar to complete the incoming loan registration form and initial condition check. Since the inception of courier electronic itineraries, non-conservator LACMA couriers use Adobe Reader (click) to annotate and sign the outgoing loans condition report and receipts at each venue. There are additional document editing apps available.  Each institution can find the app that best suits there workflow.  In addition, there are many apps for remote access. Based on LACMA's server setup, the PocketCloud (click) app has functioned the best for remote access to our database and personal desktops.  The research aspect of finding the right app is important. Unfortunately that can sometimes mean having to buy apps that may not be utilized



At ARCS! 



Thank you! 

ssengoz@lacma.org 
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Thank you very much for your time.  If you have any questions, please see me after this presentation or email me at the address on the screeen.
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